
Across from the Straits of Gibraltar, not far from Tangiers, Club Med Yasmina is a dazzling family Resort, beautifully located on a
flower-studded hillside by the Mediterranean Sea, the perfect spot for relaxing and doing outdoor sports - golf, tennis and flying

trapeze feature among the family favourites.
 

Trip includes: five extraordinary and cultural excursions, all meals & snacks, open bar, all sport activities & lessons, night
entertainment and round trip transfers. 

 

Travel with us to Morocco and discover the imperial cities

7 NIGHTS, 5 EXCURSIONS 
Explore Tetouan and Chaouen
Total immersion in a refined decor, consisting of multiple patios,
public baths, souks where each lane of the Medina will transport
you to a different realm.Discover Tétounnaise gastronomy in a
magnificent Riad of the 19th century. Let yourself be seduced by the
small town of Chaouen. Nestled in the heart of the Rif mountains,
this is full of originality thanks to its architecture. Stroll through the
city through its alleys all white and blue dressed

Trangier relivef its secret 
Tangier is the magical place where the Atlantic Ocean
meets the Mediterranean, and where legend meets history.
Cape Spartel, the Kasbah, the Medina, the Grand Socco are
so many wonderful sites to discover. With its Berber and
Andalusian style, its medina, its souks or its Jewish and
Moorish neighborhoods, the city will gradually give you its
secrets, its colors, its perfumes and also its most delicate
flavors

The Rif 4X4
Get off the beaten track and discover in 4x4 the Rif, this beautiful
and rebellious mountain chain, crossed by pine forest and small
villages Rifains. Meet the Djebalas and enjoy the traditional mint

tea, symbol of hospitality and hospitality in Morocco.

Trip information
7 nights - September 1st - September 8th, 2019 
 
All inclusive stay in a Club Med resort
 
5 excursions to discover the beautiful country of Morocco 
 
Transfer to/from airpot included  
 
$2,590 + Airfare - flight can be arranged by Travelbootik
 
$590 deposit + two installment of $1,000
 
Contact: Joelle Kalfon - 404.304.2537/ joelle@travelbootik.com 
 

Imperial Cities, Fes & Meknes
"Immerse yourself in history by discovering two ancient
imperial cities, two religious nuns quoted from Islam:
Meknes is the cradle of the Alawite and Fez dynasty, the
spiritual capital of the Kingdom. * The two cities are
classified "" World Heritage of Humanity "" by UNESCO "
 

Soiree Tetouanaise
An evening to discover Tetouan when the sun
embraces the white city, guided tour of the city at
sunset followed by a Moroccan dinner in a
beautiful Riad of the Medina.


